Directions for Joining NARHC Forums...
All Forums are delivered directly into your email. You can choose to receive them as they are posted or in
“Digest” form (once a day or once a week).
•
•

NARHC-News Forum: anyone can post, anyone can answer. NARHC monitors & jumps in if wrong info is given.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE Forum: only NARHC staff or CMS posts here – this is Free Trainings, CRHCP, NARHC
Conferences & important RHC updates are announces. There are usually only a couple emails a month from the TA forum.

Go to the NARHC.org website. If you already have an account, log-in & skip down to Subscribing to Forums.
If you don’t have an account yet start by Creating a NARHC Account…
Creating a NARHC Account
Go to the NARHC.org website and click on Create Account. You will be asked to enter a user name of your
choosing as well as a password for this account.
You will also need to provide an email address that will be linked to your account. The email address you
provide will be the email address where Forum messages will be delivered. We do NOT share this information
with any outside entity.
Subscribing to the Forums
Once you have a NARHC Account, you will then need to affirmatively subscribe to either or both Forums. Log
into your account. Go to “Discussion Forums” where you will indicate which Forum(s) you want to
subscribe. If it says "unsubscribe" to the right of the forum, that means you are already subscribed & no further
action is required. If it says "subscribe", you do need to go through the steps.
If you subscribe to NARHC News Forum, you will be asked to select how you want information posted to your
email. You will have three options:
1.
2.
3.

Receive all Forum emails in your email inbox when they are posted;
Receive a daily digest; or
Receive a weekly digest

If you choose Option 1, you can reply back to any email you receive from NARHC-News Forum.
If you have choose either the Daily or Weekly Digest options, you won't be able to reply back from your
email. Instead, you will have to log into narhc.org and find the thread in order to reply.
Replying to a message on the NARHC News Forum
If you want to respond to a Forum message and you are not a “digest” recipient, just hit “reply” to that email
and you can post your response/comment. Your response will be posted to ALL Forum subscribers.
Posting a New message on the NARHC News Forum
If you want to create a new email thread from your Forum email, compose a new email and put narhcnews@forum.narhc.org into the “To:” box. Put the topic of your email onto the subject line. This will help if you
or someone else who wants to search the archive for your email.
The body of your email will be what is posted as a new thread to the forum and will be sent to all NARHCNews subscribers. The posters name will appear in the message but the individual email will no longer appear
in the message. Again, this is in an effort to prevent hacking and scamming.

If you get stuck, call NARHC at 866-306-1961 x2

